
       AN INTRODUCTION TO CATHOLIC 
ETHICS SINCE VATICAN I I 

 Th is introduction provides a comprehensive overview of the develop-
ment of Catholic ethics in the wake of the Second Vatican Council 
(1962–1965), an event widely considered crucial to the reconciliation 
of the Catholic Church and the modern world. Andrew Kim inves-
tigates Catholic responses to questions of moral theology in all four 
principal areas:  Catholic social teaching, natural law, virtue ethics, 
and bioethics. In addition to discussing contemporary controversies 
surrounding abortion, contraception, labor rights, exploitation of 
the poor, and just war theory, he explores the historical sources of 
the Catholic worldview. Beginning with the moral vision revealed 
through the person of Jesus Christ and continuing with elaborations 
on this vision from fi gures such as Augustine and Aquinas, this vol-
ume elucidates the continuity of the Catholic moral tradition. Its 
balance of complexity and accessibility makes it an ideal resource for 
both students of theology and general readers. 

  Andrew Kim  is Assistant Professor of Th eology at Walsh 
University. His articles have appeared in  Studies in Christian Ethics  
and the  Journal of Moral Th eology .   
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  “Behold, I make all things new.” 
    Revelation 21:5    
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ix

    Foreword     

  With this book,  An Introduction to Catholic Ethics since Vatican II , Andrew 
Kim explodes onto the scene of the discipline of moral theology with a 
wise, hospitable, and challenging overview of Catholic ethics. Th e book’s 
title aptly names two contexts where Kim makes an important and suc-
cessful contribution, and I’ll allow these to structure my thoughts in this 
foreword. 

 “Catholic ethics since Vatican II”: By all accounts, Catholic moral the-
ology was in need of renewal at the time of the Second Vatican Council 
in the 1960s. Th e key fi gure in that post-conciliar renewal is Fr. Servais 
Pinckaers, O.P. In important ways the ongoing project of renewal is a fur-
ther execution of the characteristic features of his work. With this book 
Kim joins the ranks of those of us who seek to join and advance that 
renewal. Allow me to identify four features of this book that make it 
exemplary of renewal in Catholic moral theology since Vatican II in the 
vein of Pinckaers’s work. 

 First, as explicitly mentioned in the oft-quoted  Optatam totius  no.  16 
call for the perfection of moral theology, and as particularly evident in 
the work of Pinckaers, Catholic ethics must be nourished by Scripture. 
Th is is no small task, as it is easy for moralists to merely proof text 
Scripture to adorn their predetermined conclusions. Not so for Kim. 
Th is book is replete with nourishment from Scripture. Th e chapter on 
justice,  Chapter 7 , relies nearly wholly on the Old and New Testaments. 
At key points in numerous chapters, Scriptural passages play formative 
roles in the presentation of the topic at hand. Examples include Genesis 
18 on war, the Prodigal Son on justice, the Good Samaritan on universal 
human dignity, Job on suff ering, the Magnifi cat on preferential option 
for the poor, and, by far my favorite, a refl ection on the Annunciation 
in his treatment of commercial surrogacy. Th ese passages are wonderfully 
integrated, doing true illuminative work in the analysis at hand. As we in 
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Catholic moral theology await a defi nitive post-conciliar methodological 
treatment of Scripture and moral theology, this book serves as an example 
of what such a method would look like in action. 

 Second,  Optatam totius  no. 16 mentions the faithful’s vocation in Christ 
and their bearing fruit for the world. Balancing these two indicates another 
crucial theme in the renewal of moral theology, and again one prevalent in 
the work of Pinckaers and now Kim: attention to how Catholic ethics can 
account both for how morality is accessible to all in the tradition of natu-
ral law and for how it is elevated and supernaturally perfected in the light 
of revelation. Th is dual focus dominates Kim’s book. It is methodologi-
cally explicit in each of the book’s four parts. It is equally evident in the 
scattered test cases he treats, which contain conclusions accessible to all 
and yet further informed by Catholic theological commitments. Similar 
to Pinckaers, Kim succeeds in hospitably appealing to all, and yet doing 
so in a manner that refuses to suppress rigorously theological claims. 

 Th ird, Kim evidences the stereotypical Pinckaers insistence that rules 
are important for the moral life, yet they are not ends in themselves. Th ey 
orient the person to happiness. Absent this orientation toward fullness of 
life, understood supernaturally yet also in a manner that includes natural 
fl ourishing, rules (especially pre–Vatican II) had come to resemble unin-
telligible taboos. Kim has no problem taking fi rm stands on matters such 
as the direct killing of the innocent or unjust labor practices. Yet rules, 
even the absolute ones, are always explained in a manner that makes them 
intelligibly oriented toward human fl ourishing. His readers may agree or 
disagree with the positions he presents, but they are hospitably invited 
into and equipped for debate over those rules by his manner of explicating 
his positions. 

 Fourth, in the post-conciliar period Catholic moral theologians have 
become increasingly aware that all ethics is social ethics. Despite a tra-
ditional separation of individual and social ethics, evident in how sem-
inarian courses are taught and how faculty are commonly hired, we are 
increasingly aware of how this dichotomy is false. Th is point is famously 
presented in Benedict XVI’s encyclical  Caritas in veritate , widely regarded 
as part of Catholic social teaching and yet addressing “individual” issues 
such as contraception. Kim’s book also evidences a refusal to perpetuate 
this dichotomy. Two of the book’s four parts treat, in turn, a traditionally 
“social” topic (just war) and a traditionally “individual” topic (bioethics). 
Not only does his book contain both types of issues; Kim manages to treat 
each in a manner attentive to both refi ned action theory and more com-
munal considerations. 
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Foreword xi

 For these four reasons, Kim’s wonderfully lucid book is rightly under-
stood as part of the ongoing tradition of renewal of “Catholic ethics 
since Vatican II.” Before turning to the second way that Kim’s book is 
especially timely, however, it should be noted that Kim does not sim-
ply evidence renewal in Catholic moral theology. He also contributes to 
the ongoing advancement of that project. Once again, Kim joins a cadre 
of students of Pinckaers who further develop trajectories named by the 
Belgian Dominican but that were left open for further development. Th is 
is particularly evident in Kim’s work on the connection of the virtues. 
Readers of Pinckaers recall that famous diagram in  Sources of Christian 
Ethics  where the virtues (along with the gifts) are presented together and 
described as an organic whole. Kim’s early career research has largely been 
a plumbing of the wisdom of this insight, especially the way the connec-
tivity of the virtues illuminates how we understand moral development. It 
is because Kim not only evidences but also contributes to the renewal of 
moral theology since Vatican II that we will be hearing much more from 
him in the decades to come. 

 “An introduction to Catholic ethics”:  Kim’s book is best understood 
not only in the context of renewal of Catholic moral theology in the uni-
versal Church since Vatican II; it is also fi ttingly understood as an intro-
duction to moral theology that is perfectly fi t for the context of American 
Catholic higher education fi fty years after that council. In the previous 
discussion, I placed Kim’s book in the tradition of Servais Pinckaers, O.P. 
Let me now do the same with one of Kim’s favorite authors, C.S. Lewis. 
It is no small compliment to say that with his book,  An Introduction to 
Catholic Ethics since Vatican II , Kim admirably follows in the footsteps 
of this twentieth-century giant with a lucid and accessible yet profound 
introduction to inquiry into the life of discipleship that is Catholic moral 
theology. Yet that is precisely what he does. Let me once again off er four 
reasons why Kim’s book is a timely and wise introductory text in the vein 
of Lewis. 

 First, Kim’s book joins a growing number of introductory theological 
texts that have appeared in the last decade. Whence the need for such 
texts? As any university teacher today knows, even at the collegiate level 
we fi nd ourselves teaching students who are increasingly unformed in 
the Christian faith. Whereas a previous generation sought to distance 
academic theology from more basic catechesis, Kim’s generation rightly 
recognizes that the former, while distinct from the latter, is also depen-
dent on the latter. Absent a grasp of the basic teachings of Christian 
morality, any higher-level moral analysis proceeds as incoherently as 
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the post-apocalyptic scientifi c inquiry in Alasdair MacIntyre’s troubling 
 After Virtue  thought experiment. Th erefore, Kim hospitably welcomes 
his readers into the tradition of Catholic moral theology in an accessi-
ble and engaging manner. He manages to introduce foundational topics 
such as the soul and the history of virtue in a few short paragraphs each. 
In  Chapter 2  alone he successfully introduces students to topics as basic 
as natural law, grace perfecting nature, and the role of authority. What 
makes any introduction successful is not simply accurately describing core 
themes, but presenting them “coherently,” fi tting together as parts of a 
whole. Th is Kim achieves masterfully. He even includes helpful pedagogi-
cal aids such as a list of prominent fi gures in the history of moral thought, 
as well as summary questions and terms. Teachers and students alike will 
fi nd this an invaluable introductory text in eff ectively supplying intellec-
tual foundations for theological refl ection, which are often missing today. 

 A second reason why Kim’s text is successful as an introduction is its 
seamless integration of what I call “cases and bases.” Any teacher knows 
the challenges of presenting both foundational material and practical 
examples. Do too much of foundations fi rst and leave the concrete cases 
to the end, and the former is unclear and easily lost when attending to the 
latter. Yet without some grasp of the foundational material, examination 
of cases proceeds blindly. Kim manages to face this challenge by seamless 
integration of foundational material with test cases, from the start of the 
book until the end. Cases range from sweatshop labor, to female genital 
mutilation, to use of drones, to abortion and contraception, to commer-
cial surrogacy. Th ere are a plethora of concrete cases through which to 
explore the lucid foundational material presented by Kim. 

 Th ird, Kim is representative of many in his generation by refusing to 
rest content in a predictable left-leaning or right-leaning political agenda. 
Th e fi nal part on bioethics addresses contraception, abortion, and sur-
rogacy in a manner that would please those on the right. His positions, 
however, would as frequently please those on the left, as in his treatments 
of the use of drones, sweatshop labor, and female genital mutilation. It 
is not merely the positions Kim takes, however, that make him unable 
to be easily placed on the right or left. It is also his willingness to engage 
and appeal to the kernels of truth in rival positions. Although fi rmly posi-
tioned, he is not ideological in the sense of predictably standing on one 
side while unable to see any truth in the other side. Th is quality makes his 
introductory text very appealing to his target audience. 

 Finally, Kim’s book is an eff ective introduction because it is 
thoroughly “postmodern.” Th ere are of course many ways to be 
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“postmodern,” but what they all have in common is a rejection of the 
axiomatic claim of modernity that moral truths are not only accessible 
to reason without the aid of authority but can also be presented in a 
manner that compels assent on the basis of the evidence of the claims 
themselves. As thinkers ranging from MacIntyre to Stout to Rorty 
have shown, this Enlightenment project has failed and thus we are 
“postmodernity.” Of course, diff erent thinkers draw diff erent conclu-
sions from that failure. To some, “postmodern” means that there is no 
truth. To others, such as Kim who exemplifi es a MacIntyrian method 
of tradition-constituted inquiry, the rightful recognition that modern 
Enlightenment foundationalism has failed to secure moral truth does 
not mean there is no truth, but only that it cannot be “secured” in such 
a manner. Instead, diff erent traditions of thought need to be taken on 
their own terms and placed in conversation with one another. In such a 
method people do not comprehend moral truths by inexorable deduc-
tion from compelling foundations; rather, people are persuaded of such 
truths by appealing to the best insights of their own traditions. Th is 
approach frees one to be positioned and requires him or her to more 
humbly engage others on terms accessible to them. Th is is exactly the 
method of Kim in his book, accounting for his fi rmly positioned and 
yet humbly engaging tone as described in the previous observation. 

 Kim’s stated task is to “provide a comprehensive introduction to the 
discipline of moral theology in the post-conciliar period.” In the tradition 
of Fr. Servais Pinckaers, O.P., Kim exemplifi es and advances the project 
that is the renewal of Catholic moral theology after Vatican II. Similar to 
his mentor C.S. Lewis, Kim succeeds in providing an eff ective introduc-
tion largely because of his accurate grasp of what readers in his context 
are yearning for and his uncanny ability to deliver it to them. As I write 
this week of the Easter celebration of Jesus the Good Shepherd, it fi lls me 
with joy and pride to see my former student follow in the footsteps of the 
Master, Christ the Teacher, and lovingly guide his readers toward the full-
ness of life to which we are all called. 

 William C. Mattison III 
  Th e Catholic University of America  

  May 2014    
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xv

    Preface      

  All this is said simply in order to make clear what kind of book I was 
trying to write. 

    C.S. Lewis,  Mere Christianity   

 Th roughout this book, I  frequently refer to the “Catholic moral tradi-
tion,” “Catholic moral theology,” and “Catholic ethics.” However, at no 
point do I off er a sustained analysis regarding the meanings of these terms 
or how they relate to each other. Allow me, therefore, to use this preface as 
an opportunity to address these omissions for the sake of adding clarity to 
what is contained in the following pages. 

 With the term “Catholic moral tradition” I have in mind the authorita-
tive moral teachings of the hierarchical Magisterium. Th ese teachings are 
what they are independent of whether one agrees with them. For example, 
the Catholic moral tradition holds that one has a moral duty to help the 
poor. Someone may disagree with this claim, but it remains a Catholic 
teaching just the same. “Catholic moral theology,” on the other hand, 
refers to continuous refl ection on the contents of the Catholic moral tradi-
tion. Th e job of the Catholic moral theologian is to examine the contents 
of the tradition in the light of reason and revelation in order to assist in 
bringing out its interior meaning, beauty, intelligibility, and coherence for 
the sake of communicating it to a wider audience and applying its insights 
to particular contexts and cases. Th us, the discipline of Catholic moral 
theology is deeply rooted in the resources of the Catholic moral tradition. 
Put negatively, Catholic moral theology divorced from the Catholic moral 
tradition ceases to be Catholic moral theology. 

 Finally, “Catholic ethics” refers to the formal academic discipline that 
puts both the tradition and the refl ection on the tradition into sincere and 
prudent conversation with rival theories and alternative points of view, 
thus exposing both to external critique. To subject Catholic moral theol-
ogy to academic scrutiny outside of the tradition, however, does not mean 
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Prefacexvi

that the moral theologian must bracket or ignore his or her own faith 
commitments. To the contrary, these commitments can nourish intellec-
tually rigorous pursuits of truth and robust dialogue; the view that faith 
is for some reason hazardous to intellectual discourse stems only from a 
peculiarly modern prejudice against the supernatural. 

 Hopefully these defi nitions help explain why in the following pages 
I  refer much more to the “Catholic moral tradition” than to “Catholic 
moral theology” or “Catholic ethics.” Th e reason why I do so is because 
Catholic moral theology and ethics are what the book is doing. I  am 
attempting to articulate key features in the development of the Catholic 
moral tradition in the post-conciliar period by refl ecting on these features 
in a manner that responds constructively to rival points of view. Th e term 
“Catholic ethics” is employed in the title of this book because, as I  am 
defi ning it, Catholic ethics already entails a grounding in the Catholic 
moral tradition as approached through the medium of moral theology. 

 A problem here arises, however, insofar as Catholic moral theologians 
are not all in agreement with each other relative to the contents or even, 
in some cases, the authority of the Catholic moral tradition. In response 
to this problem, I have attempted to cast as wide a net as possible without 
becoming entangled in the kind of minutiae and technical debates among 
moral theologians that would detract from the broad strokes presentation 
a comprehensive introduction requires. Such diversions would also not be 
of much benefi t to the average reader. 

 At the same time, I do not veil my own positions on disputed matters. 
I  wrote this book out of a desire to introduce the reader to the devel-
opment of the Catholic moral tradition in the post-conciliar period in a 
manner informed by the continuity in sanctity that runs through all of 
the tradition as a kind of golden chord weaving throughout the whole of 
the Church’s life and binding it all together. It is a golden chord woven by 
Christ with strands of patience and mercy. I hope this is communicated in 
the following pages.   
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